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1. I~oduction

Using the geometric approach a variety of design problems in control

theory have been solved by W.M. Wonham and A.S. Morse. The most important

concepts used in the geometric approach are (A,B)-invariant subspaces and

controllability subspaces. In [4], a method is described for translating

state space concepts to a polynomial and rational matrix formulation.

The method given was based on P. Fuhrmann's realization theory, and it

could be applied to systems described in terms of matrix fractions, or

more generally, by Rosenbrock's system matrix.

In this paper, we restrict ourselves to systems given in state space

form and we give a more elementary and direct method for translating geo

metric concepts into more algebraic terms. A fundamental tool in this

translation is the concept of (~,w) representation, which is in essence

equivalent to X[SI-A,B] in the terminology of [4].

In addition, we introduce a new type of subspace, called stabilizability

subspace, which is very convenient if in a design problem stability

considerations playa role. Intuitively, a stabilizability subspace is an

(A,B)-invariant subspace such that the system restricted to this space is

stabilizable. For a number of design problems, stabilizability subspaces

are more convenient than the closely related and more restricted control

lability subspaces. Stabilizability subspaces are also given a frequency

domain characterization.

The theory thus developed is applied to give solutions in state space

and frequency domain formulation of the disturbance decoupling problem,

the disturbance decoupling with stability, output stabilization with respect

to disturbances and also with respect to arbitrary initial values and

furthermore, strong output stabilization with weak internal stability.

Some of these problems have been treated before in the literature,

usually only in state space terms, and sometimes in a more complicated way.

The output stabilization problem with respect to disturbances and the problems

concerning weak and strong stability, are believed to be new.

The frequency domain charaeterizations usually have the form of a rational

matrix equation with some additional conditions like stability and properness.
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Algorithms for constructing solutions of such equations are discussed amply

in the literature (see e.q. [lJ,[5J,[7J.)
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Consider the time invariant linear system

(2.1)
o
X = Ax + Bu , z = Ox,

where x(t) E: X := JRn, u(t) E: U := Em, z (t) E: Z := JRr,

and A : X -+ X, B : U -+ X,D: X -+ Z are linear maps

(2.2) DEFINITION. A subspaae VeX is aaUedweakly invariant (w.r.t. E)

if for every x E: V there e~sts u E: rl suah that ~ (t,x ) for all t ~ o.
o u 0

Here n denotes the set of piecewise continuous functions [o,~) -+ U and

~ (t,x ) denotes the solution x of (2.1) satisfying x(O) = x •
u 0 0

(2.3) THEOREM. Given E" the following statements are equivalent:

(i)· V is weakly invariant"
- ..

(ii) V is (A,B)-invariant,,~i.e. AV £ V + BU,
(iii) There e~sts a linear F: X -+ U suah that' V is (A+BF) -invaPiant"

(2.4) i.e. (A+BF) V c V,

(iv) For every x E: V there e~st strialy propel' rational funations

~ (s) and w(s) suah that ~ (s) E: tl (for every s) and

(2.5) x = (sI-A)~(S) - Bw(s) •

PROOF. The equivalence of (i), (ii) and (iii) is well known (see [2]).

We show that (iii) .. (iv) .. (1)._ . If (iii) holds and x E: V then

~(s) := (sI - A - BF)-lx , w(s) := F~(s) satisfy the conditions of (iv).

Furthermore,if (iv) holds we denote by ~(t) and ~(t) the time domain functions

corresponding to ~(s) and w(s). Then (2.5) and ~(s) E: V imply

o

~(t) = A~(t) + B~(t), ~(O) = x and ~(t) E: V for all t ~ 0 •

Hence (i) holds. o

(2.6) DEFINITION. If x E: X" and (2.5) holds for som8 striatly propel' rational

funations ~(s) and w(s)" we say that (2.5) is a (~,w) -representation of x
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According to Theorem 2.3 a weakly invariant subspace V is characterized

by the property that every x E V has a (~,w)-representation satisfying

E,;(s) E V •

(2.7) DEFINITION. Let K~ X. Then Vr(K) denotes the spaae of points for

whiah there exists a (E,;,w)-representation satisfYing ~(s) E K. In particular

Vr := Vr(ker D) is the spaae of points with a ·(E,;,w)-representation satis

fYing DE,;(s) = 0 •

(2.8) THEOREM. Vr(K) is the largest weakly invariant subspaae aontained

in K.

PROOF. Linearity of Vr(K) is obvious. RegardinqE,;(s) and w(s) as power
-1

series in s and equating of the constant terms in (2.5) yields x = E,;1 E K
00 -k

for all x E Vr(K). Here E,;1 is defined by the expansion E,;(s) = L E,;ks
k=lIt follows that Vr (K) ~ K. .

It remains to be shown ~hat VE(K) is weakly invariant.

For this it suffices to show tha~ in a (E,;,w)-representation of x satisfying

E,;(s) € K, we actually have E,;(s) ; VE(K), or equivalently E,;kE:Vr(K) for

k = 1,2, ••• Taking the proper part of

k k ks x = s (sI-A) E,;(s) - s Bw(s)

yields

k-1 k-1
E,;k = (sI-A) (s E,; (s» - B(s w(s»

where (v(s»_denotes the strictly proper part of the rational vector v(s).

The maximality property of Vr(K) is immediate from the definition.

We have x E Vr iff there exist strictly proper rational functions E,; (s)

and w(s) such that

o

(2.9) x = (sI-A) E,; (s) - Bw (s), DE,; (s) = 0 _

It is possible to eliminate E,;(s) from these equations.

We obtain
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(2.10) PROPOSITION. X E V
E

iff there exists a strictly proper rational w(s)

such that

(2.11) 0 (sI-A) -1x =-R(s) w(s)
-1where R(s) := O(sI-A) B is the transfer function matrix of E 0

Now we turn our attention to stability and stabilizability aspects. We

consider stability from a general point of view in the following sense.

Let C be any subset of C satisfying C n ~ ~ ~ • We say that A is a stability

matrix (or map) if a(A) ~ C and we call a rational function stable if it

has no poles outside C-

(2.12) DEFINITION. The matrix pair (A,B) (and the system E) is stabiZiaable

if there exists F : X ~ u such that a(A + BF) ~ c- .

Then we have the following criterion for stability. (see [ 6]) •

(2.13) THEOREM. (A,B) is stabiliaable iff for every complex s t c We have
...

rank [SI-A,B] = n •

(2.14) DEFINITION. V ~ X is called a stabiliaability subspace if there exists

F : X ~ U such that (A+BF) V ~ V and a( (A+BF) IV) ~ c- .

Obviously, a stabilizability subspace is weakly invariant • If V is any

weakly invariant subspace and F X ~ U satisfies (A+BF) V .£ V, then there

exists G : W ~ U (where W = m.R, for some R,), such that ~ (t,x ) t: V for all
u 0

t ~ 0 iff x E: V and u is of the form u = Fx + Gw for some w : [0,00) .~ W •
o

For this, we can take any G such that BGW = (BU) n V • The set of such

pairs (F,G) will be denoted by ~E(V) • For every (F,G) E: ~E(V) we may con

sider the restricted system EF,G
o

(2.15) x = (A+BF)x + BGw

with state space V and input value space W •

(2.16) PROPOSITION. Let V ~ X be weakly invariant and let (F,G) € ~E(V) •

Then V is a stabiliaabiUty subspace iff (A+BF,BG) I V (i.e. the system (2.15»

is stabiliaable.
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PROOF. The if part is obvious. In order to prove the only if part

we notice that if (A+BF) V ~ V, a(A+BF) ~ ~- for some F, we must have

B(F-F) E V n BU = BGW , hence BF = BF + BGL for some L. If we define

F1 = F + GL, it follows that a (A+BF1) I V = a (A+BF) I VEe and

A + BF1 = (A+BF) + BGL • Hence (A+BF ,BG) I V is stabilizable 0

(2.17) PROPOSITION. Thepe exists (F,G) € ~L(V) such that a(A+BF) c ~

iff L is stabiUzabZe and V is a stabiUzabiUty subspace.

PROOF. The necessity of both conditions is obvious. The proof of

the sufficiency part is analogous to the proof of ts, Prop 4.1] 0
The following result gives a frequency domain characterization for sta

bilizability subspaces.

(2.1S) THEOREM. V ~ X is a stabiUzabiUty subspace iff every x € V

has a (E;.,w)-PepPBsentationsuch that E;.(s) E V and E;.(s) and w(s) aPe stable•
...

that

t(s)

PROOF. Let V be a stabilizability subspace and let F : X~ Ube such

(A+BF) V~ V and a ( (A+BF) IV ) ~ C-. For: x E V we define 00 : = FE;. and
-1

:= (sI-A-BF) x. It follows that E;. and 00 are stable, since V is (A+BF)-

invariant and x E V.
Conversely, assume that x has a (t,w)-representation with E;.(s) € V

and t,w stable. It follows from Theorem (2.3) that V is weakly invariant.

Let (F,G) E ~r(V), For x € V we can write

(2.19) x = (sI-A-BF)E;.(s) - B(w(s) - FE;.(s»

with t,w stable and E;.(s) E V • Since V is (A+BF)-invariant it follows that

v(s) := w(s) - FE;.(s) € GW. We show that (A+BF,BG) Iv is stabilizable, so

that the result follows from Proposition (2.16). Suppose that (A+BF,BG) Iv
- *is not stabilizable. By Theorem (2.13) there exists ~ E C 'C , n E V

(the dual space of V), n ~ 0 such that n(A+BF) = ~n, nBG = 0 • Multiplying

(2.19) from the left by n and using that v(s) E GW we obtain nx = (s-~)E;.(s).

Since t(s) has only poles in C-, this implies nx = O. However, since n ~ 0,
*n € V and since x E V is arbitrary, this leads to a contradiction. 0
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The following corollary can of course also easily be proved directly:

(2.20) COROLLARY. (A,B) is stabiZizable iff there exist striatly propel'

stable matriaes xes) and U(s) suah that

(2.21) (sI-A) Xes) - BU(s) = I •

PROOF. The space X is a stabilizability subspace iff (A,B) is

stabilizable. Applying Theorem (2.18) to V = X and x = e 1, ••• ,en
(the columns of I) yields (2.21) 0

(2.22) DEFINITION. Given a subspaae K c X (and E,C-) We tkfine

V~ (K)

to be the set of points for whiah there ezists a stab7.e (~,w) -representation

satisfYing ~(s) E K. In partiaular

V~ := V~ (ker D) •

Again, it can easily be shown that V~ (K) is the largest stabilizability

subspace contained in K. .
If E is detectable (i.e. (A',O') is stabilizable w.r.t. C-), we can give

a characterization of V~ analogous to Proposition (2.10):

(2.23) PROPOSITION. If E is tkteatable then x € V~iffthere exists a

striatly propel' stable w(s) Buah that D(SI-A)-l x = - R(s)w(s) •

PROOF. The necessity of this condition is obtained as in Proposition

(2.10), i.e. by eliminating ~(s) from (2.9). To prove sufficiency we define

~ (s) := (sI-A) -Ix + (sI-A) -lBw (s) •

Then ~(s) is obviously strictly proper and D~(s) = 0 by assumption. It

remains to be shown that ~(s) is stable. Since r is detectable there exist

strictly proper stable matrices Xes) and yes) such that

Xes) (sI-A) - Y(s)D = I •

This is the dual of Corollary (2.20). It follows that

~(s) = xes) (sI-A)~(s) - Y(s)D~(s) = xes) (x+Bw(s»

is stable.
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(2.24) REMARK. The result of (2.23) is no longer valid if the detectability

condition is omitted. Consider the example

m = r = 1, n = 2 It- = {s I Res < O}, D = [1,°J

A = ro 0]
LO 1

B = [:J
Then V := ker D = {[0,x2J' I x

2
€~} is (A,B)-invariant (even A-invariant);

We have (A+BF) V ~ V for F = [f
1
,f

2
J iff f

2
= 0. But then

BF = [f1 °1
f 1 1J

IV) = {1} t It-. Hence V is not a stabilizability subspace.
-1 -1= sand D(sl-A) x = ° for every x € V, so that the equation

R(s)w(s) has the strictly proper stable solution w(s) = °

A +

and a ( (A+BF)

However R(s)
-1D(sI-A) x = -

o
The following results on V~(X~, the stabilizable subspace of E, follow

immediately from the foregoing: ~

(2.25 )

(i)

(1i)

(ii1)

COROLLARY.

x € V~(X) iff x has a stable (f;,w)-l'epl'esentation,

E is stabilizable iff V~(X) = X,
There exists F : X~ U such that (SI-A-BF)-1x is stable for aZl

x € V~ (X) • o

is strongly invariant in the sense that for every

have f; (t,x ) E W. Equivalently, AW + BU c W,
u 0 -

every linear F : X~ U •

(2.26) REMARK. W := V~(X)

x € Wand every u € n we
o

or (A+BF)W c W for

We prove the last statement, which will be used in the proof of (4.4):

First we notice that the reachable space <AlB> is a stabilizability sub

space, hence <AlB> ~ W, since W is the largest stabilizability subspace.

In particular BU ~ W. Hence, if F
1

is chosen such that (A+BF1)W ~ W
we have (A+BF)W ~(A+BF1)W + BU ~ W.

More generally, one can say that a weakly invariant subspace V is

strongly invariant iff <AlB> c V 0
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3. V.<..6,tWtban.c.e Vec.Ou.pUng

In ~J, W.M. Wonham and A.S. Morse consider the following problem:

(3.1) VVP. Given the system
o

(3.2) x = Ax + Bu + Eq , z = Ox,

determine F : X-+ U suoh that~ with the feedbaok oontrool u = FX~ the output

z does not depend on (the disturobanoe) q.

Using the notation r := (D,A,B), we can formulate the necessary and

sufficient condition for the solvability of VVP given in [9] (see also

[8, Theorem 4.2J), as follows

(3.3) EQ.=.Vr ,
where Q =~ is the space in which the disturbance vector q takes its

value. Using the characterization of Vr given in Proposition (2.10) we see

that for every q € Q there exists a strictly proper w(s) such that

-1 .
D(sl-A) Eq = - R1 (s)w(~),

-1where R1 (s) := D(sl-A) B is the transfer matrix of r .
Introducting in addition the noise to output transfer matrix

-1R2 (S) := D(sl-A) E

and choosing for q the elements of a basis of Q we find the following result

(3.4) THEOREM. VVP has a solution iff theroe exists a stroiotl,y proopero matroi~

Q (s) satisfying

(3.5) R
1

(S)Q(s) = R2 (s) •

PROOF. The sufficiency of this condition follows by reversing the

foregoing argument.

Thus, it turns out that VVP is equivalent to the exact model matching

problem. This equivalence has been noted before (see [3J, [4J).

An alternative frequency domain condition can be found by applying

(2.9) directly. We find:

o
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<3.6) THEOREM. VVP has a solution iff these exist strictly proper rational,

functions X(s),U(s) such that

(SI-A)X(s) - BU(s) D E

or~ equivalently

ISI-
O
A oBl rx (s) ] = fEJ •

L J L-u(s) Lo

OX(s) = 0

Now we turn to the stable disturbance decoupling problem (see 8, section

5.5 )

(3.7) SVVP Given the system (3.2) determine F : X .. U such that with the

feedback u = Fx, the output z does not &pend on q and in addition

a (A+BF) c C

We can formulate a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence

of a solution of SVVP analogous to (3.3)

(3.8) THEOREM. SVVP is solvable iff

(i) (A,B) is stabilizabl,e ....
(ii) E Q.=, V~

PROOF. Obviously, (i) is necessary for the existence of any F satis

fying a(A+BF) ~ C • Furthermore, (ii) is necessary since a solution F of

SVVP satisfies

<A+BFIE> ~ ker 0, a (A+BF) c C

(see [8, section 5. 5J )

Hence,

E Q c V := <A+BFIE> c V- ,
- - I:

since <A+BF I E> is a stabilizability subspace

To see the sufficiency of (i) and (ii) we appeal to Proposition (2.17)

according to which there exists F such that

(A+BF)V~ .=, V~ , a (A+BF) c C

Hence E Q.=, V~ implies that

<A+BFIE> ~ V~ .=, ker D

which together with a(A+BF) c ~ shows that F is the required feedback.

o
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Again we can give a frequency domain criter~on for the solvability of

SVVP, using Definition (2.22).

We find:

(3.9) THEOREM. SVVP has a solution iff

(i) There exist strictly proper stabZe matrices X (s) and U (s) such that

(sI-A)X(s) - BU(s) = I

(ii)There exist strictly proper stable matrices xes) ,U(s) such that
......... .....

(sI-A)X(s) - BU(s) = E , DX(s) = 0

If r is detectable, a condition similar to Theorem (3.4) can be given.

(3.10) THEOREM. Let r be detectable. Then SVDP has a soZution iff.

(i) (A,B) is stabilizabZe

(ii) There exists a stable strictly proper soZution Q(s) of the equation

(3.5)

The proof is analogous to the proof of Theorem (3.4) and based on

Corollary (2.23)

(3.11) REMARK. If r is not detectable then (i) and (ii) of Theorem (3.10)

are still necessary for the solvability of SVVP but not sufficient. A counter

example can be based on the example in Remark (2.24) with E == [0,1J'. 0
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4. Otdptd .6ta.bil.-iza:U..oYl. wlih ILUpe.ct to <:U6twtba.Y1.c.e.

Disturbance decoupling by state feedback as described in the previous

section is generically impossible. Specifically, the condition DE = 0

is necessary for the solvability of VVP. In this section we will be content

with a more modest objective. Here, we try to find a state feedback

F : X ~ U, such that the noise to output map of the closed loop is stable:

(4.1) OSVP Given the system (3.2) determine F

D(SI-A-BF)-l E is stable

X + U suah that

In order to give a condition for the solvability of this problem, we

introduce the following subspace

(4.2) DEFINITION. S~ denotes the subspace of points x £ X ~hiah have a

(~,w)-~presentation ~ith D~(s) stable.

This space is connected to previously introduced spaces by the following

result.

(4.3) THEOREM.

PROOF. Obviously Vr ~ S~ , V~ (X) ~S~, so that we only have to prove

that S~ ~ Vr + V~(X) •
Let x € S~ and let (~,w) be a representation described in Definition (4.2).

Then ~ and w can be decomposed (uniquely) such that

~ = ~1 + ;2' W = w1 + w2
and ~1' w1 are stable, ~2,w2 are completely unstable (i.e. have no poles

inside CI:-) •

Thus we have:

x - (sI-A) ~1 (s) + BW
1

(s) = (sI-A) ~2 (S)-Bw2 (s) •

The left-hand side is stable the right-hand side is unstable and both func

tions are proper. Therefore, the strictly proper part of either side equals

zero and the static parts are equal:
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x = ~ll + ~21 '

~11 = (sr-A)~l (s) - BW 1 (s)

-1
Here ~11 and ~21 are the coefficients of s in the power series expansion

of ~1 (s) and ~2(s). Furthermore, 0~2 = O~ - 0~1 is stable, completely un

stable and strictly proper, hence zero. Thus

~ll E V~(X) , ~21 E V~ . 0

The following result is instrumental:

(4.4) THEOREM. There e~sts F : X + U such that (A+BF)V
E

c Vr and

O(sr-A-BF)-l x is stable for aZZ x E s~ .

PROOF. For simplicity we use the notation V := VE, W := V~(X) s:= s~ .
We choose '(F ,G ) E t ... (V). Then, as is easily seen, V is the unobservable subo 0 L.

space of (O,A+BF ) (Le., the (A+BF ) -invariant space generated by ker 0).
o -. 0

Furthermore W and hence S = V + W, V n Ware (A+BF )-invariant (see Remark
o

(2.26». We choose a basis q1, ••• ,qn of X such that q1, ••• ,qk is a basis of

V n W, Ql, ••• ,Q1 a basis of V (where 1 ~ k), Q1, ••• ,Qk,Q1+1, ••• ,Qh a basis

of W and hence Ql, ••• ,Qh a basis of S. Accordingly we split vectors and

matrices.

A+BF = IAll
A

12
A13 AI4l [:10

0 A22 0

:::J
BG =

0

l :
0 A33

~0 0 A44

o = [0 0 °3 04 J

Since W is a stabilizability subspace it follows that

r~1 A13
] fBI]

A33 LB 3
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is stabilizable. Hence (A
33

,B
3

) is stabilizable (see Theorem (2.13».

Therefore, there exists F
3

such that O(A
33

+B
3
F

3
) ~ C • If we define

,... ,... -1 -1
F := [O,O,GF3 ,OJ we see that D(SI-A-B(Fo+F» x = D3(SI-A33-B3F3) x3
is stable if xES_i.e., x

4
= 0 . Since im Fs im G it follows that

(A+B(F +F»V c V, so that F := F + F satisfies the requirements. 0
0-0

Using this result we can give a solution of the OSVP

(4.5)

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

(4.6)

(iv)

(4.7)

THEOREM. The following statements are equivalent :

OSVP is solvable

E Q~ S~

There exist strictly proper matrices xes) and u (s) such that

(SI-A)X(s) - BU(s) = E, DX(s) is stable

There exists a strictly proper matrix Q (s) sU,ch that

R1 (s)Q(s) - R
2

(S)

is stable.

Note that x E S~ iff there exists a strictly proper w(s) such
-1

that D(sI-A) x + R
1

(s)w(s) is stable. Therefore (4.7) implies

E Q ~ S~

According

Eliminate xes) from (4.6) and define Q(s) = -U(s).

-1
to Theorem (4.4), we choose F such that D(sI-A-BF) x

-1
is stable for all x E EQ, hence such that D(sI-A-BF) E is

PROOF. We show that (i) ..(iij)"(iv)"(ii)..(i).
-', 1

Define xes) = (SI-A-aP)- E, U(s) = FX(s)(i) ..(iii) :

(iii)"(iv)

(iv)"(ii)

stable. o
(4.8) REMARK. Since V-eX) ~ <A B>, condition (ii) is generically satisfied

and hence OSVP is generically solvable. If (ii) is satisfied and we define

E1 := VI: n E Q then the feedback in Theorem (4.5) can be chosen such that

the noise q satisfying Eq E E
1

is completely surpressed while the remaining

noise is stabilized o
A particular case of the foregoing is the output stabilization problem:

(4.9) OSP Determine F : X-+U such that D(SI-A-BF)-1 is stable

This is a generalization of the problem (corresponding to the case

c- = {s E G: I Res < a}) of determining a feedback u a: Fx such that for arbr'1

trary initial state, the output tends to zero for t -+~. (see [8,section 4.4])
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Problem (4.9) is a specialization of Problem (4.1) obtained by setting

E ~ I. Consequently, we have the following condition for solvability:

(4.10) THEOREM. OSP has a solution iff

(4.11) S~ =X

O~~ equivalently~ iff there exist strictly proper matrices pes) and Q(s)

such that

(sI-A)P(s) - BQ(s) = I, opes) is stable. o

o

(4.11) REMARK. In [8, Theorem 4.4J the following condition is given for the

solvability of OSP:

(4.12) <AlB> + Vr =X+(A)
+where X (A) is the subspace corresponding to the unstable eigenvalues of A.

It is not difficult to see that V~(X) = <AlB> + X-CAl, so that the conditions

of Theorems (4.5) and (4.10) can be reformulated in this terminology. Thus,

(4.6) is equivalent to

EQ~ VE + <Als> + X-CAl
and (4.11) to

V
E

+ <Als> + X-CAl = X
which is easily seen to be equivalent to (4.12)

Finally, we consider the problem of stabilizing the output strongly with

respect to the disturbance, while stabilizing the state weakly. Specifically,

we assume that we are given two sets ~2 ~ ~1 ~ ~ and we want to find a

feedback F such that:

(4.13) (SI-A-BF)-1 is 1-stable, D(SI-A-BF)-IE is 2-stable.

For this purpose we introduce the space

S12 := {x E Xl There exist I-stable strictly proper ~(s),w(s)

such that D~ is 2-stable and x = (sI-A)~- Swl.

Analogously to Theorem (4.5) one can show:

(4.14) THEOREM. The following statements are equivalent:

(1) There exists F satisfying (4.13),

(1i E Q~ S12' (A,B) is I-stabilizable,
(iii) There exist strictly proper~ I-stable matrices xes) ,U(s) such that

(sI-A)X(s) - BU(s) = E, OX(s) is 2-stable and (A,B) is l-stabilizable.
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(iv) (if I is l-detectable) There exists a strictly proper l-stable matrix

Q(s) such that (4.7) is 2-stable and (A,B) is l-stabilizable.

The proof is analogous to the proof of Theorem (4.5) and will be omitted.
2- 1-

(In particular, one uses S12 = Vr (X) + VI )
Again, this result can be specialized to strong output and weak state

stabilization with respect to arbitrary initial states.
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